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High-quality quantum point contact in two-dimensional GaAs
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We studied ballistic transport across a quantum point contact 共QPC兲 defined in a high-quality GaAs
共311兲A two-dimensional hole system using shallow etching and top gating. The QPC conductance
exhibits up to 11 quantized plateaus. The ballistic one-dimensional subbands are tuned by changing
the lateral confinement and the Fermi energy of the holes in the QPC. We demonstrate that the
positions of the plateaus 共in gate voltage兲, the source-drain data, and the negative magnetoresistance
data can be understood in a simple model that takes into account the variation, with gate bias, of the
hole density and the width of the QPC conducting channel. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
关DOI: 10.1063/1.3036011兴
The quantized plateaus observed in the conductance of a
narrow constriction, the so-called quantum point contact
共QPC兲, are the hallmarks of ballistic transport in a onedimensional 共1D兲 system.1,2 The QPC structure is also an
essential building block for many other types of structures in
mesoscopic physics, such as rings and quantum dots. Since
the first observation of conductance quantization in QPCs
based on GaAs electrons,1,2 the quantization has been reported in electron systems in several other materials such
as SiGe,3,4 GaN,5 and AlAs.6 For a long time, there has also
been interest in ballistic 1D transport in GaAs hole
systems,7–11 partly because of the stronger spin-orbit interaction and the resulting spin splitting of the energy bands at
finite wavevectors.12 The realization of high-quality and
stable QPCs in hole systems, however, has been challenging.
Here we report on an exceptionally high-quality GaAs hole
QPC device in which we observe up to 11 conductance steps
and the “0.7” structure. We present a simple model that explains the gate-voltage dependence of the plateaus’ positions
as well as the source-drain bias data and the magnetoresistance of the QPC. Spacings between the quantized energy
levels in this geometry are about 2–7 times larger than in
previous reports of QPCs in other GaAs hole systems.
Our QPC device is based on a constriction made in a
high-mobility GaAs two-dimensional hole system 共2DHS兲.
The 2DHS is realized in a modulation-doped structure,
grown on a GaAs 共311兲A substrate by molecular beam epitaxy. The 2DHS is confined to a GaAs quantum well flanked
by undoped 共spacer兲 and Si-doped layers of Al0.3Ga0.7As.
The top Al0.3Ga0.7As/ GaAs interface is 112 nm below the
surface. The layer sequence of the sample is schematically
shown in Fig. 1共c兲.13 The 2DHS has typical low-temperature
mobilities of 5 ⫻ 105 cm2 / V s along the 关011̄兴 direction and
7 ⫻ 105 cm2 / V s along 关2̄33兴 at a two-dimensional 共2D兲 hole
density p2D of 3.8⫻ 1011 cm−2. The QPC is defined with a
lithographic width of 300 nm and length of 400 nm. Figure
1共a兲 shows the sample geometry. The sample is etched
40 nm deep, using an electron cyclotron resonance plasma
etcher with ZEP 520A resist as an etch mask, to fabricate a
a兲
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QPC with a strong confinement potential 关Fig. 1共b兲兴. A
Ti/ Au gate is then deposited on the top of the sample, covering the QPC channel as well as the adjacent 2DHS reservoirs. Applying a voltage bias VG to this gate changes the
hole density in both the QPC channel and the reservoirs. We
made measurements in a dilution refrigerator using the standard low-frequency ac lock-in techniques with an excitation
of 10 V at 17 Hz.
Figure 2 shows the conductance G of the QPC device,
measured at a temperature of T = 70 mK as a function of VG.
The QPC conductance exhibits 11 clear steps, most of which
are well quantized in multiple integers of 2e2 / h. Note that in
our structure, increasing VG leads to a narrowing of the con-
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FIG. 1. 共a兲 Device schematic of the shallow-etched QPC. The crystal orientation is also shown. 共b兲 Confinement potential along the dashed line in
共a兲. The Fermi energy 共EF兲 and the width of the QPC channel 共w兲 vary with
the gate voltage bias. 共c兲 Device cross section along the dashed line in 共a兲.
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striction and a lowering of the hole density in the 2D reservoirs and the QPC channel.14 As a result, the 1D hole subbands are depopulated one by one as VG is increased and
conductance plateaus are observed at 共2e2 / h兲N, where N is
an integer denoting the number of occupied 1D subbands.
The plateaus in our sample are quantized at the expected
values for 0 艋 N 艋 11, except for N = 7, 8, and 9. We do not
know the origin of this anomaly, but we note that qualitatively similar anomalies have been observed in previous hole
QPCs.9,11 In addition to the last nonzero plateau at 2e2 / h, the
device also shows the 0.7 structure, which is more pronounced at higher temperatures as shown in the inset of
Fig. 2.15
The separation between the 1D subband energies in a
QPC channel can be extracted from measurements of the
nonlinear conductance as a function of the source-drain bias
VSD applied across the QPC. In Fig. 3 we plot the differential
transconductance of our device as a function of VG and the
dc VSD.16 When VSD is equal to the energy difference between the N and N + 1 subbands, an additional quantized conductance plateau with a value equal to 共2N + 1兲 / 2 times
2e2 / h appears. The subband energy spacing ⌬EN,N+1 can
then be deduced from the VSD values at which these halfodd-integer plateaus are centered in Fig. 3. We find the energy spacings ⌬E1,2 = 0.7 meV, ⌬E2,3 = 0.6 meV, ⌬E3,4
= 0.55 meV, and ⌬E4,5 = 0.5 meV in our system. These are
about 2–7 times larger than ⌬EN,N+1 reported for other hole
QPCs,10,11 likely because of the strong confinement potential
in our device due to etching. Compared to the energy spacings in GaAs electron samples with similar, side-etched,
QPC structures of Kristensen et al.,17 on the other hand, the
spacings in our QPC are about four times smaller, qualitatively consistent with the much larger effective mass of holes
compared to the electron effective mass.
Next, we describe a simple model for the potential landscape around the QPC and compare its predictions to the
experimental data. The model is similar to the one used by
Gunawan et al.6 to explain the data for an AlAs electron
QPC with a similar geometry, namely, a QPC which is side-
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Color map of the differential transconductance as a
function of gate bias VG and applied dc source-drain bias VSD. The data have
been corrected for the voltage drop across the series resistance. The plateaus
appear as light regions 共yellow兲, while darker regions 共red兲 represent the
rising conductance between the plateaus.

etched and whose density is varied by biasing a top gate.
Note that in our geometry 共Fig. 1兲, as we decrease VG, EF
increases and crosses the quantized energy levels in the QPC,
leading to quantized conductance steps. We can deduce EF
from the density 共p2D兲 of the 2DHS reservoirs that surround
the QPC; p2D, in turn, can be determined from measurements
of the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations and the Hall resistance in the 2DHS reservoirs. Since the QPC confinement
potential is strong and the quantized energies are small
thanks to the large hole effective mass, we can estimate the
1D subband energy levels using an infinite square well
model: EN = N22ប2 / 2mⴱw2, where mⴱ is the hole effective
mass and w is the width of the 共conducting兲 QPC channel.
Assuming mⴱ = 0.2me, where me is the electron mass, we can
then deduce the value of w at the consecutive crossings of EF
and EN. The width derived from this model is plotted in Fig.
4 as open circles. Now, it is also possible to estimate the
channel width from the magnetoresistance of the QPC. When
350
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 QPC conductance 共G兲 vs gate bias 共VG兲 showing 11
conductance plateaus, most of which are quantized in integer multiples of
2e2 / h. The inset provides an expanded view of the region between the first
two plateaus, illustrating the observation of the “0.7” structure in this QPC.
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FIG. 4. The QPC channel width 共w兲 deduced from the kink in the low-field
magnetoresistance data 共diamonds兲, from the positions of the conductance
plateaus 共open circles兲, and from the source-drain measurements 共open
squares兲.
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the QPC is subjected to a small perpendicular magnetic field,
its resistance exhibits a strong negative magnetoresistance
which ends with a pronounced kink at a characteristic field
BK, marking the field at which the classical cyclotron diameter equals the channel width.6,18,19 Using BK one can then
estimate the width of the QPC: w = 2បkF / eBK, where kF is the
Fermi wavevector. The filled diamonds in Fig. 4 show the
width deduced from the kink positions in the magnetoresistance data for our sample; the error bars represent the uncertainty in determining the kink positions. Note that we have
ignored the complications in hole bands arising from the
spin-orbit interaction, i.e., we assumed that the holes in the
QPC are spin degenerate and have a circular Fermi contour.
Despite these simplifications, the channel widths deduced
from two independent sets of data, namely, the VG positions
of the conductance plateaus and the field positions of the
magnetoresistance kinks, are in good agreement.
The source-drain bias data provide a third independent
measure of w: The energy level spacing in the QPC is 共2N
+ 1兲2ប2 / 共2mⴱw2兲. Open squares in Fig. 4 represent w deduced from source-drain data and are plotted versus the average of each two consecutive N. These widths are also in
agreement with w determined from the other two techniques.
It is also noteworthy that the deduced w are smaller than the
physical 共lithographical兲 width of the QPC and decrease with
decreasing subband index; this behavior is reasonable, as we
expect that the depletion areas near the QPC channel grow as
the hole density is lowered.6
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